The following items take precedence over referenced portions of the documents for the above-named project and in executing a contract, will become a part thereof. Where any item in the documents is supplemented hereby, the original requirements will remain in effect. All supplemental conditions will be considered as added thereto. Where any original item is amended, voided or superseded hereby, the provisions of such items not so specifically amended, voided or superseded will remain in effect.

This addendum must be signed and attached to bid proposal to acknowledge receipt of addendum. Failure to acknowledge any addenda will result in a non-responsive bid.

______________________________  __________________________
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Authorized Representative’s Name  Authorized Representative’s Signature
Bid #20-46
Police Uniforms
Questions and Answers

1. **Question:** Which (if any) items will require embroidery, and/or silk screening?
   **Answer:** See answer below.

2. **Question:** Shirts, outerwear, etc- Which lines need a chest patch, shoulder patches, and optional chevrons?
   **Answer:** See answer below.

3. **Question:** Shirts, outerwear, etc- Which lines need a chest patch, only?
   **Answer:** See answer below.

4. **Question:** Shirts, outerwear, etc- Which lines receive the embroidery shown in this document?
   **Answer:** None.

**Silk Screening:**
Line 86-as described
Line 137-Crossing on left (vertical); Guard on right (vertical); Henry County Crossing Guard on back
Line 140-**POLICE** in black lettering on back. Note: for crossing guard orders, **Crossing Guard** in black lettering on back

**Chest Patch, shoulder patches, chevrons:**
Line 19-chevrons and shoulder patches
Line 20-chevrons and shoulder patches
Line 21-chevrons and shoulder patches
Line 22-chevrons and shoulder patches
Line 23-chest patch
Line 26-shoulder patches
Line 27-shoulder patches
Line 28-shoulder patches
Line 29-shoulder patches
Line 30-shoulder patches
Line 31-shoulder patches
Line 33-shoulder and chest patches
Line 35-shoulder patches and chevrons
Line 37-shoulder patches and chevrons
Line 46-chest patch and chevrons
Line 47-chest patch
Line 89-shoulder patches, chest and chevrons
Line 90-shoulder patches, chest and chevrons
Line 91-shoulder patches, chest and chevrons
Line 92-shoulder, chest patches and chevrons
Line 96-shoulder, chest patches and chevrons
Line 97-shoulder patches
Line 109- rank patch
Line 110-rank patch
Line 111-rank patch